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We thank Dr. Di Benedetto and colleagues for their com-

ments as they raise the important issue of hemostatic agents

(in particular hemostatic matrices) in the context of liver

surgery.

The efficacy of these devices, as an adjuvant to con-

ventional methods of hemostasis for elective control of

mild intraoperative bleeding has been demonstrated by

randomized controlled trials in various settings, including

cardiac and vascular surgery [1, 2]. Despite multiple trials,

however, there is no evidence that any of these agents has

a meaningful clinical impact in the context of elective liver

surgery. A new study has recently been launched

(ESSCALIVER study).

There is some convincing evidence, in particular from

military trauma patients, that some hemostatic agents are

effective at controlling various sources of active bleeding

[3]. There are also interesting reports in other clinical

settings such as presacral venous bleeding during rectal

surgery [4]. Again, however, there is no published expe-

rience in liver trauma patients although experimental

models suggest their efficacy [5].

These differences may be explained by a problem specific

to liver surgery. Hemostatic agents aim to reproduce the last

phase of the coagulation cascade by providing a combina-

tion of fibrinogen and thrombin, which interact to produce

a fibrin clot that will adhere to the source of bleeding. To

be effective, they must be applied directly on the source of

bleeding and on normal tissue. During hepatectomy,

however, the liver transection surface has frequently

undergone extensive coagulation before these agents are

applied. The burned tissue tends to hide the precise source of

bleeding and to prevent adhesion of the artificial fibrin clot.

This may account for their relative ineffectiveness during

liver surgery and the fact they did not work in our patients. In

addition, hemostatic agents have proven most effective

when used in combination with compression.

We therefore do agree with Dr. Di Benedetto that some

of these devices are presumably effective, but this technical

point should be taken into account when using them.
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